FALSIFICATION OF INFORMATION POLICY

Students registering and submitting resumes on Handshake certify that the information is truthful and accurate. If you are found providing false information in your Handshake profile, resume, or other application materials, MSU Career Services will immediately deactivate your access to Handshake for five (5) months (not including May, June, July, and August). You will need to make an appointment with a career services representative to discuss the situation.

If you have a repeat offense, the Career Services will permanently deactivate your access to Handshake, including alumni access.

Please contact one of the two career management centers on campus if you have questions about this policy:

- Russell Palmer Career Management Center, The Broad College of Business, (517) 432-0830, palmer@broad.msu.edu, 651 N. Shaw Lane, Minskoff Pavilion, Rm M120

- Career Services @ the Stadium, 2nd Floor of Spartan Stadium, (517) 884-1300, interviews@csp.msu.edu, 535 Chestnut Rd., Room 290